
2010 PORSCHE 911 GT3 RS (997.2)Clubsport2010 PORSCHE 911 GT3 RS (997.2)Clubsport
PTS Black with Guards Red Graphics with Black Alcantara with BucketSeats

£SOLD£SOLD

Mileage 4,575 miles  Engine Capacity 3996cc

Body Style Coupe  Fuel Petrol

Transmission Manual  Chassis No. 780601

The 2010 Porsche 911 GT3 RS Gen 2 is a facelifted variant of the 911 GT3 RS Gen 1, but whilst visual enhancements remained

simple, the more prominent changes made to the Gen 2 consisted of slightly firmer suspension, better aerodynamics,

upgraded interior, a revised Porsche Communication Management System (PCM 3) and perhaps more importantly the 3.6L

flat-six engine found in the older model was replaced by a new 3.8L flat-six, which resulted in a power increase to 444bhp,

which was 35 additional horsepower over the Gen 1. It was also fitted with a titanium rear muffler and exhaust tip, as well as a

lithium-ion battery to save weight, meaning it weighed in at 11lbs lighter than its predecessor and with the result of its weight

savings, additional power and improved gearing the Gen 2 can deliver a tremendous 0-60mph in 3.8 seconds, a 100mph in 8.1

seconds and a top speed of 193mph!

This particular example has only 7,362km and 1 registered owner from new. Supplied new via Porsche Zentrum Limburg in
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Germany and finished in a Paint To Sample (PTS) Black with contrasting Guards Red factory graphics & wheels, a black

Alcantara interior and the larger bucket seats. It has the desirable Clubsport option that consists of a roll cage, hand-held fire

extinguisher and a 6-point harness for the driver, which still accompanies the car today. Other factory options include Porsche

Ceramic Composite Brakes (PCCB), the all-important front suspension lifting system, 90-litre fuel tank, sport chrono package

plus, carbon package, rear centre console in carbon fibre, Porsche Communication Management System including extended

navigation system (PCMS), preparation for mobile phone, sound package plus, cruise control & floor mats.

It’s offered complete with its original handbooks including the all-important service/warranty supplement, leather pouch,

spare keys, 2 x high visibility vests, warning triangle, fire extinguisher, Porsche car cover, an engraved dedicated Porsche

paperweight & history file including its original supplying dealer invoice to its first owner plus an array of service invoices.

Our car is offered excluding VAT and can be supplied Tax Free for an export sale.
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